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CHEVRON COMES OUT OF THE CLOSET!  

Agrees climate change is real, serious, and caused by human 
activities. 

 
 

 
Judge Alsup, wearing his solar system tie, and Dr. Don Wuebbles 

[All courtroom drawings are copyrighted and used with permission.  
Contact: Vicki Ellen Behringer courtroomartist.com] 

 
Notes On 

The Climate Tutorial For Judge William H. Alsup, Federal District 
Court, San Francisco Wednesday, March 21, 2018 

 
It’s true.  When Chevron’s lawyer, Theodore Boutrous, began his 
climate science history presentation for Judge Alsup Wednesday 
morning, he fessed right up from the get go.   
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[A full transcript of the Judge Alsup’s March 21, 2018 climate 
tutorial court proceedings is available for purchase from the court 
reporter, Kathy Wyatt] 
 

MR. BOUTROUS: I’m here today representing Chevron 
Corporation.  Chevron does not do original climate science 
research. Chevron accepts the consensus of the scientific 
community on climate change. 

 
The scientific consensus is embodied in the results of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the IPCC.  And 
that has been Chevron’s position for over a decade.… 

 
…The IPCC’s latest report issued in 2013 is known as the Fifth 
Assessment Report, or AR5.  And you are going to hear quite a 
bit from me about that because it’s an amazing resource, Your 
Honor, in terms of collecting and assessing the work of the 
scientists and [their] work that goes back to 1988. 

 
And that report is literally the collective work of thousands of 
scientists and experts, including, I believe, Dr. Allen, who 
started off today.  And it was very interesting listening to Dr. 
Allen.  He’s one of the thousands of scientists who participate 
and have participated in this IPCC process to reach a global 
scientific consensus. 

 
And as I mentioned, the most recent IPCC report, was issued 
in 2013, is called “AR5.”  And it concluded – and I’ll just read 
it, quote it.  “It is extremely likely that human influence has 
been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the 
mid-20th century.” 

 
Refreshing praise for the IPCC!  Would that all oil companies would 
make such a clear statement of support for the collective efforts of 
the thousands of scientists who have worked on the IPCC climate 
reports since 1988.   
 
Notice that Boutrous started with, “I’m here today representing 
Chevron Corporation.”  Chevron was NOT speaking for the other 
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four defendants, ConocoPhillips, Exxon Mobil, BP and Royal Dutch 
Shell.  In the middle of the five hour tutorial, when there was a 
break, the Judge addressed the audience asking if there were any 
lawyers out there listening in for the other defendants.  About 20 
people out of the 100 or so in attendance stood up.  At the end of 
the day, Judge Alsup spoke directly to their non-participation. 
 

THE COURT: “—  I want to give an order to all the other 
defendants that if you agree (sic) with anything that Mr. 
Boutrous said you have one week from today to file a 
statement explaining each and every statement that you 
disagree with.  Otherwise, I’m going to deem it that you agree. 

       Any questions on that? 
 
       You want two weeks?  I’ll give it to you.  
 

But you can’t get away with sitting there in silence, and then 
later saying: “Oh he wasn’t speaking for us.”  I’ll give you two 
weeks from today at noon.” 

 
This could be important.  Do ConocoPhillips, Exxon Mobil, BP and 
Royal Dutch Shell agree with Chevron that “It is extremely likely 
that human influence has been the dominant cause of the observed 
warming since the mid-20th century?”  Will they file differences?  
You would think that all the oil companies would form a solid front, 
but this seems at best an uneasy coalition.  Possibly a seriously 
expensive game of musical chairs.  
 
The second sentence in Boutrous’ opening was equally telling.   
 
“Chevron does not do original climate science research.” 
 
A slippery sentence.  OK. Chevron doesn’t do climate research now.  
Did it ever do its own climate research?  Or sponsor it? Or know of 
climate research that indicated how much of a problem CO2 
emission would become for the environment and the economy?  Is 
Mr. Boutrous implying that you can’t blame Chevron for knowing 
that CO2 would wreak havoc on the climate system?  That all those 
early IPCC climate studies showed so much uncertainty, how’s a 
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poor oil company to know what’s important?  You can’t blame us for 
spreading disinformation about the serious consequences of 
burning fossil fuels because we didn’t even know it was a problem.   
 
Ignorance as innocence?  That’s a stretch because Chevron was 
part of the fossil fuel industry’s efforts to spread disinformation 
going back to 1998.  (See 1998 memo from the Global Climate 
Science Communications in Additional Information.) 
 
It is well documented that Exxon had done its own research on 
climate change and had by the early 1980s concluded that CO2 
would warm up the planet creating untold climate problems, but 
Exxon kept this information secret from the public, using it to plan 
strategies for its own oil and gas development projects. 
 
It is likely that what didn’t happen in court on March 21st might 
become as important as what did.  This climate tutorial was not two 
opposing groups of conflicting scientists battling it out to convince 
the Judge that theirs was the real climate science.  No.  Only Mr. 
Boutrous, Chevron’s lead lawyer, presented Chevron’s findings on 
both the history of climate science and the best current information 
on the effects of CO2 on global temperature; glacier melt; sea level 
rise and coastal flooding.  Mr. Boutrous and the three climate 
scientists speaking for the plaintiffs were in very broad agreement. 
 
If the five biggest publicly traded oil companies in the world do 
agree with the conclusions of the IPCC, then in rough terms the 
science is settled.  Deniers like Senator Inhofe, EPA administrator 
Scott Pruitt, and our Tweeter in Chief, President Trump, begin to 
look stranger than strange, denying the basics of climate science.   
 
Of course Chevron still found a way to find itself entirely blameless 
for the worldwide effects of anthropogenic climate change, quoting 
from, you guessed it, the IPCC!  But more of that later. 
 
 
 
What was it like at this most unique court event, which some press 
had earlier billed as the modern day Scopes Monkey Trial?   
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First, if you wanted to get in, you had to get up early.  When I 
arrived at 6:30am, there were already a dozen people lined up.  I 
quickly became sandwiched between Jim, a high school teacher 
who knew nothing of the climate science but realized this might be 
a significant historical legal event and was curious to witness a part 
of history, and Bill, a lawyer who said he was just interested in 
following the case.  By the time I got back from a quick breakfast 
break, a bit after 7am, I could barely get back to my place in line.  
There were scores of people in line and many more milling around.  
The atmosphere was festive, like we were waiting to get into a rock 
concert, but the attire was a bit more subdued.   
 
Shortly before 8am, a court assistant called us in Court Room 8 
and we all dumped our coffees in the trash bin as the line moved 
toward the door.  Once in, we each grabbed a spot as fast as we 
could.  A court officer kept insisting we squeeze closer to let as 
many people in as possible. About 100 filled the five pews on either 
side of the center aisle.  There was an overflow court where those 
who did not get in could watch the presentations on closed-circuit 
TV.  I ended up sandwiched in between the courtroom artist, Vicki 
Behringer, and a reporter from Grist, Nathanael Johnson. 
 
It took the Judge only moments to dispel the expectations of high 
court drama.  
 

THE COURT: I read in the paper a couple of weeks ago that 
this was going to be like the Scopes Monkey Trial.  And I was – 
I couldn’t help but laugh.”  But this is not a trial.  I want 
everyone out there, the newspaper people, please don’t call 
this a trial.  This is not a trial.  In these technology cases, 
mainly the patent cases, but not just patent, we often have 
these tutorials so that the poor Judge can learn some science, 
and it helps to understand the science. 
 

For the next five hours Mr. Boutrous and three climate scientists 
speaking for the plaintiffs gave presentations on (1) the history of 
climate science and (2) the best current information on carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere and how it affects global temperature.   
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During the presentations Judge Alsup listened intently to all, 
sometimes leaning in on a hand across his chin, and staring 
through his rectangular glasses at the graphs and charts on his 
monitor.  As Jim, my hallway neighbor, said at a break, “This is like 
a college seminar.” But with one big difference.   Judge Alsup was 
the only student and he could interrupt his professors whenever he 
wanted to and none of them were going to put up a hand and dare 
to say, “I’ll answer your questions after I’m done.” 
 
The first batter up was Dr. Myles Allen speaking for the Plaintiffs. 

 
Dr. Myles Allen – demonstrating how asymmetrical configurations 
of CO2 allow it to capture infrared radiation; with chart showing 

where carbon dioxide comes from. 
 
Dr. Allen who flew in from Oxford specifically to give his 
presentation, has worked for the IPCC for more than 20 years as a 
lead author for the third, fourth, and fifth assessments, TAR 2001, 
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FAR 2007, and AR5 2013. His own research was a major 
contribution in the detection and attribution of human influence on 
climate change.  He seemed confident that in an hour he could 
explain the whole of the history climate science and the major 
technical milestones, discoveries that led to our understanding how 
carbon dioxide emissions from human activity contribute to global 
climate change.  
 
From chart 3 through 13, Dr. Allen tried to explain to Judge Alsup 
the extraordinary efforts of Svante Arrhenius to quantify how CO2 
would affect the global temperature; the complexities of climate 
sensitivity; how asymmetrical configurations of the CO2 allows it to 
capture infrared radiation; why water vapor, a very important 
greenhouse gas, is not important in controlling how infrared energy 
gets released back into space; why as more CO2 is added to the 
atmosphere it keeps more heat from escaping back to space; and 
how this was precisely measured using two satellites 27 years 
apart.  
 
Alsup asked a ton of questions and Allen worked hard to answer 
each one, sometimes becoming very animated, for instance waving 
his arms back and forth – his head the carbon molecule, his hands 
the oxygen molecules – to demonstrate how important asymmetry 
was to infrared capture.  N2 and O2, other molecules in the 
atmosphere don’t have asymmetrical configurations so they are 
blind to infrared radiation.  These 11 charts took up almost half of 
Dr. Allen’s allotted time, but Judge Alsup, who kept peppering Dr. 
Allen with questions, clearly learned a lot he had not previously 
understood.   
 
Here is a lengthy example of the level of climate change complexity 
that Dr. Allen explained to Judge Alsup and the Judge’s hard efforts 
to try and understand the details of how CO2 captures and releases 
electromagnetic infrared energy.  Warning: this is not easy stuff to 
explain or understand.  
 
[Copies of all five slide presentations, two from the defendants and 
three from the plaintiffs, are attached.] 
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DR. ALLEN:  Now, among your questions you raised 
specifically this question of how it is that certain gases interact 
with radiation and others don’t. 
 
So that’s illustrated in the next slide [#3], which shows a 
carbon dioxide molecule. It’s a molecule of a carbon.  That 
black blob in the center is the atom of carbon, and two atoms 
of oxygen.   
 
Normally, a carbon dioxide molecule is straight, but it can 
move in many ways because of its temperature.  In particular, 
it can bend, vibrate up and down, and it can also – and it can 
also vibrate from side to side, unlike an oxygen or nitrogen 
molecule, which consists of two identical atoms, and, therefore 
has many fewer ways of moving. 
 
And, importantly, two of these modes of motion of the carbon 
dioxide molecule, the bending mode, which I’ve highlighted at 
the top there, and this asymmetric stretch mode, these create 
an asymmetric dipole, meaning there’s more charge on one 
side than the other. 
 
And just like a little antenna, this can therefore interact with 
the electromagnetic field. 
 
So we’re talking about a mini antenna interacting with 
electromagnetic field specifically in the wavelengths associated 
with the infrared. 
 
The Court asked whether carbon dioxide is also responsible 
for-- 
 
THE COURT:  Well – 
 
DR. ALLEN: And I should have said at the beginning I’m 
delighted for you to interrupt me and explain, if I need to 
explain. 
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THE COURT:  So you have like this one on the bottom left, 
you’ve got red, black, red. 

 
“Some of the many modes of motion of a CO2 molecule.” 

From slide three of Dr. Allen’s presentation 
 

DR. ALLEN:  Yes. 
 
THE COURT:  And that’s lined up? 
 
DR. ALLEN:  Yes. 
 
THE COURT:  So does it matter in the atmosphere whether the 
red, black, red is facing the Earth broadside, or what if it was 
the other – 
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DR. ALLEN:  No. No. 
 
THE COURT: Wouldn’t make any difference? 
 
DR. ALLEN:  It doesn’t matter. 
 
THE COURT:  Okay. 
 
DR. ALLEN:  It doesn’t matter.  What matters, just like the 
radio – 
 
THE COURT: But with the radio it does matter if the antenna 
is broadside to the signal or not. 
 
DR. ALLEN:  Your Honor’s quite correct.  Thank you for raising 
that.  But in this case, because we have a mixture of 
molecules in the atmosphere, we see the combined effect of all 
of these orientation of molecules.  And these interact with 
infrared radiation. 
  
And yes, Your Honor’s quite correct.  The orientation of the 
molecule would affect the polarity of the emitted photon or 
infrared radiation.  But since this doesn’t actually affect the 
amount of energy lost, we don’t need to concern ourselves with 
this. 
 
THE COURT:  Well, this infrared is coming off the Earth.  
Right?  And it gets somewhere into the atmosphere. And it 
passes by one of these CO2s. 
 
DR. ALLEN:  Yep. 
 
THE COURT:  Here’s what I don’t quite get.  As it goes by, 
describe the step-by-step of how that energy gets absorbed in 
to the molecule.  And then, after that does it then get re-
radiated again somewhere else? 
 
DR. ALLEN:  Yes. 
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THE COURT:  It’s unclear to me how that works.  So please go 
ahead. 
 
DR. ALLEN:  So because the molecule – the molecule in its 
ground state is sort of like this: Straight (indicating).  Okay?  
And if a photon interacts, comes, as it were, close enough to it 
to interact with it, it sets it vibrating.  Yeah?  Like a chicken 
dance (indicating). Yeah? 
 
Alternatively, sets it vibrating like an asymmetric stretch.  I 
don’t know what the name of that dance is.  But crucially, 
these are the modes of vibration that create an asymmetric 
dipole mode.  This one doesn’t do anything.  Yeah?  Because it 
doesn’t make it – so this mode of vibration –  
 
THE COURT:  What do you mean “It doesn’t do anything”? 
 
DR. ALLEN:  Well, because it doesn’t do anything to the dipole.  
If you measure, my head is the positive charge on top.  My 
hands are the negatively charged oxygen.  You can see that 
moving the oxygen in and out doesn’t actually create a dipole.  
It doesn’t – it is still symmetric. 
 
The average charge of the whole molecule is still zero in the 
center.  Yes?  Because I’m moving them.  If I move these to 
and fro, I’m not moving the whole charge around.   
Whereas, if I move them together, and then I’ve got the positive 
charge in the center, negative charges on either side. 
 
THE COURT:  There’s some asymmetry. 
 
DR. ALLEN:  It is the asymmetry which is crucial.  And the 
reason this is crucial is to now imagine I’m an oxygen 
molecule.  So I just have the two hands up, the oxygen.   
 
Now, there’s no way that can vibrate to create an asymmetric 
charge, because the two halves of it are identical.  
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So that’s why an oxygen molecule cannot interact with 
infrared radiation, but a carbon dioxide molecule can. 
 

Of the 70 slides that Dr. Allen had wanted to present, he only got 
through 30 but it was clear that Judge Alsup had deeply 
appreciated his efforts.  
 

THE COURT: Well, we’re well past the one hour, so I think we 
have to move on.  And so, Dr. Allen, you are a genius.  And 
thank you for helping me to understand this.  I hope you stay 
with us for a while in case some other question comes up. 

 
In email exchanges with Dr. Allen afterward, I asked if he had 
practiced his presentation with someone playing the judge and 
asking questions.   
 
Dr. Allen replied, “I did run my presentation past a friendly (British) 
judge, and of course the plaintiff’s lawyers, but I think no-one 
anticipated quite how deeply into the details this court would be. 
That said, I’m happy we pitched high, even though it cost us a lot of 
our material — I think he would have been really annoyed if we had 
low-balled him with high-school stuff.” 
 
Dr. Allen and Judge Alsup really seemed to hit it off and have a 
good time, dare I say fun, digging into the details of climate science 
history and the science of climate change and man’s influence on it. 
 
 
Next up would be Dr. Gary Griggs for the plaintiffs.  Logically, 
Chevron would have presented next and given its talk on the history 
of climate science but because Dr. Griggs had a scheduling conflict 
later, he was allowed to present next.   
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Dr. Griggs with sea level rise chart at the end of the last ice age. 

 
Dr. Griggs, a professor of Earth and Planetary Sciences at U. C. 
Santa Cruz. and lead author of California’s 2018 Sea Level Rise 
Guidance report, presented the first portion of Plaintiffs best 
current information on climate change, focusing on how rising 
global temperature effects ice sheets, sea level rise (SLR) and 
coastal flooding, particularly in the San Francisco Bay area.   
 
Dr. Griggs began his talk with a great graphic showing SLR over the 
last 20,000 years.  Initially he discussed the Milankovitch cycles 
that are astronomical forcings that bring on the current ice age 
cycles.  Dr. Griggs briefly described periods in the long ago geologic 
past when earth had no ice, “hot house Earth”, and periods when it 
was almost completely covered with ice.  He described why the 
rapid shrinking of Arctic summer sea ice is so important.  Ice has a 
high albedo, it strongly reflects the sun’s incoming energy, but as 
the Arctic summer sea ice melts, it exposes dark ocean which 
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absorbs the sun’s energy causing the planet to warn even faster, a 
positive feedback loop.   
 

 
Slide two of Dr. Griggs’s presentation 

 
As he began to talk directly about his SLR graph, Dr. Griggs 
described that SLR in terms of inches each year. 
 

PROFESSOR GRIGGS: So the point here is at the end of the 
last ice age, about 18,000 years ago, things started to warm 
up quickly, and sea level rose quite rapidly, maybe a half an 
inch a year until 8,000 years ago.  
 
Again, this is in the absence of any real human activity on the 
Earth that was affecting that.  Within that, however, within 
that rise there was some periods when sea level rose maybe an 
inch a year, which we can almost stand out there and watch.  
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We think now those were due to ice sheet collapse in 
Antarctica, which is a concern. 
 
About 8,000 years ago, sea level leveled off, and for the next 
8,000 years, which corresponds to essentially the entire period 
of human civilization, sea level was constant. 
 
So civilization has never before had to deal with a rapid 
change in sea level. 
 

Half an inch doesn’t sound like much but when you translate it into  
feet/100yrs, the more common metric for discussing SLR, it 
becomes 4ft./100yrs.  That’s a lot.  Yet the most recent studies 
indicate that 4ft. is just the low to mid range estimate of expected 
SLR by 2100.  
  
The even more rapid period of SLR that Dr. Griggs mentioned, when 
sea level rose one inch per year, would equate to 8.33ft/100yrs but 
he misspoke.   That steep section with the big white arrow pointing 
at it is known as Meltwater Pulse 1A and indicates a well-
documented sea level rise of about 65ft. in 400 yrs. That’s 2 
inches/year, or more than 16ft./100yrs!!  Put another way, that’s 
about one meter of SLR every twenty years!  That would definitely 
get everyone’s attention.  This was a missed opportunity to better 
explain the very serious concern about nonlinear sea level rise 
events which are rarely explained to the public or policy makers.  
 
Dr. Griggs tried to show a video animation of how, during the last 
ice age, SLR in the San Francisco Bay area first retreated about 400 
feet and then rapidly rose back up 400 feet in the last 20,000 years 
to its present level.  In the depth of the last ice age, he said, you 
could walk out to the Farallons for lunch!  Unfortunately this video 
presentation stubbornly refused to play.  
 
The rest of his presentation went smoothly.  Dr. Griggs covered how 
the rate of SLR is rapidly accelerating.  In the early 1990s sea level 
was rising about 6”/100yrs.  Now that rate is 19.7”/100years.  The 
rate of SLR has tripled in only 25 years.   He indicated that the 
amount of water still locked up in the Greenland ice sheet is 24 feet 
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while Antarctica holds 190 feet of water.  Land glaciers add another 
1.5 feet for a total of about 216 feet of possible SLR if all the water 
still frozen on the planet melts.  He showed new research that 
indicates how warm water is getting underneath the glacier fronts of 
the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets, especially in West 
Antarctica and how this is destabilizing the grounding points of 
glaciers like the Thwaites and Pine Island.   These glaciers hold in 
place the vast ice fields behind them and when these glaciers are no 
longer grounded, the ice sheets behind them can melt more rapidly.   
He showed a map of Oakland, and how areas such as the airport 
will flood as sea level rises, especially during high tides coupled 
with El Nino events.  Three feet of SLR will put 200 million people 
around the world at risk of losing their homes.  Dr. Griggs finished 
his whole presentation. 
 
Next it was Chevron’s turn at the plate.  

 
Chevron’s lead lawyer, Ted Boutrous and one of his IPCC charts. 
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Mr. Boutrous presented, back to back, both parts that the Court 
had requested, (1) the history of climate science and (2) current best 
information on human influence on the climate.   
 
In Part (1) Exhibit A, he talked extensively about the formation and 
procedures of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change – the 
IPCC.  He then summarized each of the five IPCC reports starting 
with the first assessment report or FAR in 1990 and ending with 
fifth, the AR5 report of 2013.  18 of his 41 slides came directly from 
the IPCC although he sometimes had information from different 
pages of an IPCC report on one slide.  Mr. Boutrous would often 
read from a slide to emphasize his point. 
 
Slide 13 is key to Chevron’s position of social responsibility because 
in it the IPCC seems to hold the fossil fuel companies blameless. 
 

MR. BOUTROUS:  Then, as I mentioned earlier, we have AR5, 
the most recent report from the IPCC. 

 
And it concluded, among other things that, quote: “It is 
extremely likely that human influence has been the dominant 
cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century.” 

 
So we see how the arc, the conclusions have evolved through 
the years, beginning in 1990 through 2013.  And as I 
mentioned, AR6 will be coming in 2021. 

 
And I have another quote displayed for the Court that the AR5 
concluded that these emissions are driven and increases are 
driven largely by economic and population growth resulting in 
increased burning of fossil fuel, like coal, oil and natural gas. 

 
And quoting, “Globally, economic and population growth 
continued to be the most important drivers of increase in CO2 
emission from fossil fuel combustion.” 

 
And you’ll see Your Honor, I’ll come back to this.  But in the 
AR5 report they don’t say that it’s the production and 
extraction that is driving increases.  It’s the way people are 
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living their lives, the way society, it’s developing economic and 
population growth.  I’ll come back to that. 

 
Chevron’s position is, it isn’t the producers of fossil fuels who are 
responsible for the current climate change, its population growth, 
and economic growth that required more energy and Chevron just 
provided the energy to meet these demands.  Chevron is just 
responding to and satisfying market forces.  Here Mr. Boutrous is 
trying to defend his client in court rather than talk to the history of 
climate science.   
 
Mr. Boutrous finished Part (1) Exhibit A with some discussion of the 
historical scientists: Fournier, Tyndall, Svante Arrhenius, Revelle 
and Seus, Keeling and others whom Dr. Allen also described often 
with more specific details of their climate science accomplishments, 
but there were no great differences in the broad acceptance of how 
these giants of climate science worked out the evidence that 
increasing human emissions of CO2 to the atmosphere are now 
driving global climate change.   
 
However, “CO2” was barely mentioned by Mr. Boutrous and his 
exhibits in Part (1) only showed the formula “CO2” or the words 
“carbon dioxide” in 7 out of 41 exhibits, never highlighting it in the 
header.  Even when Mr. Boutrous showed a slide on CFCs, 
chlorofluorohydrocarbons, and then showed a slide of “other” 
greenhouse gases, neither CO2 nor CH4 were shown. By contrast at 
least 24 of the 30 slides Dr. Allen used prominently showed “CO2” 
or “Carbon Dioxide”.  
 
Chevron’s presentation of Part (2) Exhibit B continued almost 
exclusively with information from the IPCC fifth assessment report, 
AR5. There were only three slides that did not refer to AR5.  This 
was troubling as Judge Alsup had specifically asked: “The second 
part will set forth the best science now available on global warming, 
glacier melt, sea rise, and coastal flooding.”   
 
AR5 drew on climate information published no later than 2012 and 
in peer reviewed literature, often a paper that is published in 2012 
might have been from research concluded in 2011 or even 2010.   
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Mr. Boutrous continued to stress the uncertainties of science: for 
instance, as climate models added more information, more 
parameters, that complexity just added more uncertainty.   
 
This is a bit specious.  The ever increasing speed and improving 
designs of computers allow models to take into account more 
details and run hundreds of climate models on specific studies with 
slight variations, and then compare studies done by different 
researchers using different modelling parameters to help filter out 
errors and inconsistencies.  As these techniques and resolution get 
finer, climate models are improving, not getting worse. 
Unfortunately, doubling the resolution of a climate model needs 16 
times the computing power, so more detail eats up a lot of computer 
time. 
 
A graph that Mr. Boutrous used to end his first presentation is also 
used twice early on in his second presentation, [Slide 41 of Part (1); 
Slides 10 and 11 of Part (2)].  This particular graph has a number of 
oddities.   
 
The climate models in this graph only project out to 2050 rather 
than out to 2100, which is the usual range most models consider.  
But odder still, this graph only shows observed temperatures from 
1986 through 2012: only 26 years.  This short global temperature 
data is relative to the 1986 to 2005 mean, almost the same range as 
the measured temperature, so the “0” point for the left side of the 
graph, the temperature anomaly, is about 1996.  There was little 
variation in temperature change, between 1986 and 2012, maybe 
0.2C to 0.3C, so overall, the bold dark, observed-temperature line, 
looks almost horizontal with a slight upward trend.   
 
In reality global temperature has increased about 1C from1900 to 
2016.  If you look at a graph that covers this time period (below), 
the slope of the “best linear fit” line is much steeper.  And because 
this global surface temperature graph is drawn relative to the “1880 
– 1920 mean”, the “0” point for this graph is about 1900, not 1996.   
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Also in Mr. Boutrous’s Slide 41, because AR5’s data collection 
ended with 2012, the dark observed temperature line of the graph 
ends near the low end of all the possible climate model scenarios 
that project global temperature possibilities further out.   
 
But between 2012 and 2017 global temperatures have drastically 
increased. This increase (through 2016) was included in Dr. 
Wuebbles Exhibit 20 and one can see from that chart that the dark 
line (actual observations of temperature) is now near the very top of 
the modeled projections for global temperatures. I have taken the 
liberty of adding this data (in blue) to Mr. Boutrous’s slide 41 to 
show the dramatic effect of the past four years. (Global temperature 
in 2017, not shown in Dr. Wuebbles’s graph, pulled back slightly.) 
 
If global temperature continues to increase at the rate of the last 
five years, it will quickly extend beyond even the worst case RCP8.5 
– business-as-usual scenario. 
 
 

 
Slide 41 from Mr. Boutrous’s presentation with new observations  

through 2016 (blue line) from Dr. Wuebbles – Exhibit 20. 
 

One current slide that Mr. Boutrous presented was a rebuttal to 
what Dr. Griggs had said, that the potential SLR by 2100 might be 
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as high as 10 feet by 2100.  Using a chart from a different study by 
Dr. Griggs, [Part (2),Slide 20 from Mr. Boutrous’s presentation], he 
showed that the real likelihood of 10 feet of SLR by 2100 as noted 
on this other chart, was only 0.1%.  
  
Point well-made counselor, so it would seem, but Judge Alsup 
looked over this somewhat complex chart and noticed that other 
projections gave a 70% chance for 2 ft. and 28% chance for 3 ft. by 
2100.  Quickly coming up with a ballpark figure he pointed out: 
 

THE COURT: …“So in other words, fifty/fifty chance of 
something in the range of 2 to 3 feet – 

 
MR. BOUTROUS: Yes, in fact – 

 
THE COURT:  -- by 2100.  That’s still a lot of water, isn’t it? 

 
Mr. Boutrous concluded his 2nd presentation with two slides that 
really had nothing to do with the best current climate science 
available.  Lawyer that he is, he couldn’t help but try and present 
his case rather than address the climate science.  He put up two 
slides, one from San Francisco and one from Oakland, which gave 
boiler plate disclaimers of uncertainty for issuing bonds, indicating 
that the cities were unable to predict when impacts from climate 
change or flooding from a major storm could occur and what the 
costs might be to the local economies.   
 
 
The last batter up, for the Plaintiffs, was Dr. Don Wuebbles from 
the Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Illinois. 
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Dr. Don Wuebbles with chart indicating human activities compared 

to solar and volcanic activities since 1750.  
 
Like Dr. Allen, Dr Wuebbles had been a lead author on the IPCC’s 
AR5 WG1 but he was also a coordinating lead author of Volume 1 of 
the 4th National Climate Assessment (NCA4) which was published in 
November 2017.  
 

DR. WUEBBLES: And we had to stop referencing any papers 
after 2012 in that document [AR5 WG1].  And I think it’s 
important to recognize that science did not stop.  There’s a lot 
we have learned over the last five years.  And the National 
Climate Assessment does reflect that. 

 
…That assessment is the most comprehensive assessment of 
climate science ever done for the American people. 
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Dr. Wuebbles’s presentation was quick.  He was worried that he 
had only 25, maybe 30 minutes to do his presentation.  
Occasionally his voice quavered – perhaps because of the time 
pressure, but it seemed more to me because he was so earnest, 
wanting to get his whole presentation before the judge.   
 
Based on information from the NCA4 he laid out a long record of 
climate change problems that our fossil fuel emissions are creating 
for the planetary climate system, using excellent graphics to 
demonstrate that the climate is changing now, it is happening very 
rapidly, and we are the primary cause of it. 
 
A partial list: 
 
Nationally, more new heat records continue to be set than cold 
records.  Our current national temperature is higher than any point 
in the last 2000 years.  2014 through 2016 are the three hottest 
years on record.  Overall the temperature for the U.S. has increase 
1.8F [1C] since 1895. 
 
Extreme weather events: floods, droughts, intense hurricanes, 
severe storms and fires are on the rise, causing more billion-dollar 
insurance events.  [2017 extreme weather events cost $306 billion, 
shattering the record costs of $219 billion set in 2005]  
 
A warmer atmosphere holds more moisture.  Overall precipitation is 
increasing, but mostly in the Northeast and Midwest, while heat 
and drought are increasing in the Southwest and Southeast. 
 
The Arctic summer sea ice extent, a key climate system tipping 
point, is rapidly diminishing.  The Arctic is heating up 2X faster 
than the planetary average. 
 
Permafrost is degrading from rising temperatures, beginning to 
release CO2 and CH4.  Permafrost could become a carbon source 
rather than a carbon sink by 2100. 
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Fires are becoming more intense.  The fire season is now three 
months longer than it was 40 years ago.  Even northern tundra is 
burning. 
 
Sea level is rising and is expected to be 1ft. to 4ft. by 2100, with 8ft. 
a real possibility.  1.1ft. under a mid-range carbon emissions 
scenario would likely happen around 2040.  This will increase 
flooding events 25-fold. 
 
Ocean Changes:  Acidification is rapidly rising.  Ocean heat content 
is increasing dramatically (the ocean stores >90% of the heat 
trapped by GHGs).  Ocean pollution is choking corals; affecting fish 
populations; and creating dead zones at the mouths of rivers.  
There is a possibility that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation (AMOC) is shutting down because of all the fresh water 
coming off the Greenland Ice Sheet. [See Additional Information]  
 
Human activities are the primary source of all these changes.  
There are no credible alternative explanations.  There are no known 
natural cycles that can explain these observed climate changes. 
 
In all our models, current emissions are closest to the business-as- 
usual model – RCP 8.5, the highest emissions scenario. 
 

DR. WUEBBLES:  There are uncertainties in the models.  We 
would acknowledge that, and we can discuss more.  But I 
don’t have time for it.  But, nonetheless, we’re talking about a 
very significant impact. 

 
If we continue to follow that highest pathway, that business-
as-usual pathway, we’re talking about changes of eight, nine, 
ten degrees globally Fahrenheit [4.4C – 5.5C] by the end of this 
century.  

 
This is a frightening possibility.  Maybe his deep concern over this 
catastrophic scenario was why Dr. Wuebbles’ voice kept breaking. 
 
Earlier in his presentation Dr. Wuebbles noted that these climate 
changes are happening 10 times faster than any other changes 
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we’ve seen since the end of the last ice age. These changes are very 
unusual in human experience. 
 

DR. WUEBBLES [from earlier]:  And the evidence strongly 
indicates it’s largely happening because of human experience. 

 
And that the climate will continue to change over the coming 
decades, no matter what we do.  But certainly our choices for 
the future could make a strong impact on just how large those 
changes are.  

 
In fact, that’s probably the single largest factor, as we look at 
those scenarios once again that you’ve already seen several 
times today.  
 

Dr. Wuebbles couldn’t have said it clearer.  Our choices today are 
the single most important factor in how disastrous the coming 
climate events will be.  We cannot prevent many of the coming 
climate changes, but we could still soften their impact, their pain.  
 
The only way to accomplish this is to end our addiction to carbon 
based energy as rapidly as possible. 
 
 
 
 

COURT PRESENTATIONS  
 

 
Dr. Myles Allen 
Dr. Gary Griggs 
Mr. Theodore Boutrous – Exhibit A and Exhibit B 
Dr. Don Wuebbles 
 
RealClimate.org has posted technical discussions on the climate 
tutorial focusing on the nine questions Judge Alsup gave to the 
litigants to consider when they planned their presentations and 
other discussions on specific points made in the  presentations.  Dr. 
Myles Allen as a guest contributor posted his full presentation along 
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with a voice over, something his students requested that he do.  Dr. 
Allen had so many long, complicated and interesting exchanges 
with Judge Alsup that he only got through 30 of his 70 slides. 
 

UPDATES 
 
 
May 24, 2018 there is an upcoming court hearing on motions to 
dismiss, and motions to dismiss – lack of jurisdiction.  This is a 
crucial hurdle to get past if this case is going to go to trial. A ruling 
should be forthcoming shortly after the hearing. 
 
As of April 28, 2018 motions to dismiss have being filed and are 
being reviewed, and Amicus Curae briefs are still being filed.  It is 
unclear at the moment when Judge Alsup will hold a hearing on the 
dismissal motions. 
 
 
 

STATEMENTS OF THE OTHER FOUR OIL COMPANIES 
 
All four of the other oil companies complied with Judge Alsup’s 
request to file with the Court their agreement or disagreement with 
Chevron’s presentations. 
 
BP agreed substantially with Chevron's presentation but reserved 
the right to submit further scientific evidence in support of its 
defense if the case goes to trial.  
 
RDS agrees with Chevron in principle but doesn't necessarily adopt 
each statement made in Chevron's presentation.  The IPCC is an 
appropriate source of information for the Court to consider.  RDS 
does not disagree with Chevron's presentation of that material. 
 
ExxonMobil - Per the Judge's opening statements, this was not a 
trial; no one was under oath. ExxonMobil agreed that the IPCC is a 
good source of climate science data and analysis.  ExxonMobil then 
listed various points that Chevron made and agrees with these in 
substance with some qualifications.   ExxonMobil does not adopt 
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every statement made in the five IPCC reports.  ExxonMobil shares 
the view expressed by Chevron that "the resolution of climate 
science issues aren't going to be determinative here for all the 
reasons in our motion to dismiss."  
 
ConocoPhillips's statement was very short, agreeing in substance 
with what Chevron said.  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

The AMOC – the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, is a 
critical, giant current that transports heat from the equatorial 
regions up toward Europe. As it flows past the east coast of 
America, it helps suck away water from all the rivers that empty 
into the Atlantic. As it gets further north, evaporation makes it 
more salty and dense and in the North Atlantic, it sinks to the 
bottom of the ocean where it then heads south creating a “great 
conveyor belt” of ocean circulation.  Later this deep water will rise 
up again near Antarctica.  The large volume of fresh water coming 
off the southeastern tip of Greenland is interfering with the AMOC, 
lessening its salinity, so it is less likely to sink.  If the AMOC shuts 
down, Europe will enter a deep freeze, think ice skating on the 
Thames, for possibly hundreds of years, and sea levels could rise by 
a foot or more on the east coast of the United States.  This 
shutdown of the Great Conveyor Belt ocean circulation will act as a 
negative feedback, helping to temporarily cool or refreeze to some 
degree Greenland and the melting Arctic sea ice.  Still, the 
shutdown of this major energy transport system is likely to have 
many other serious unexpected effects on Atlantic Ocean 
ecosystems and on the overall distribution of precipitation patterns, 
especially in the northern hemisphere.  
 

ARTICLES ON JUDGE ALSUP’S CLIMATE TUTORIAL 
 
An excellent pre-tutorial article by Maddie Stone in Earther News is 
here. There are many interesting links in this article to historical 
information on Oakland and San Francisco’s court case against the 
five major publicly traded oil companies.  
  

https://earther.com/climate-science-goes-to-court-next-week-1823713254
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Especially interesting is a document which The Court requested be 
filed, a 1998 memo from Global Climate Science Communications 
Team, representing Exxon, Chevron, and the Petroleum Institute, 
and other entities.  This document looks like a clear effort to 
formulate a mass marketing campaign to discredit climate science 
in the public eye as being fraught with uncertainties. 
 
The article written by Grist reporter Nathanael Johnson who sat 
next to me in Court is here. 
 
Some other reportage of the Judge Alsup’s Climate Tutorial: 
 
Scientific American wrote an excellent article on the Tutorial, 
here.  EcoWatch’s write up is here.  The Mercury News had good 
coverage here, while The San Francisco Chronicle’s article here 
lacked details and accuracy, implying that all the oil companies 
agreed with Chevron.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.climatefiles.com/exxonmobil/1998-global-climate-science-communications-team-action-plan/
https://grist.org/article/fossil-fuels-are-the-problem-say-fossil-fuel-companies-being-sued/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/oil-giant-accepts-climate-consensus-denies-responsibility-for-warming/
https://www.ecowatch.com/chevron-lawsuit-california-climate-science-2551250987.html
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/21/unusual-court-hearing-on-climate-change-underway-in-san-francisco-court/
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/People-cause-climate-change-but-don-t-blame-12771823.php#photo-15269586
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